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WHERE WE
WORK

Total Sites in Database: 2,002

Total Area of Region: approx. 12,100 km2

Sites Currently Monitored: 275

Area of Monitoring: approx. 4,800 km2
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INTRODUCTION

CAUCASUS HERITAGE WATCH

OUR
MISSION

"Reconciliation is a part of the healing process, but how can
there be healing when the wounds are still being inflicted?"
-N. K. Jemisin

Caucasus Heritage Watch is a research initiative founded in
2020 to monitor and document endangered and damaged
cultural heritage using high-resolution satellite imagery. We
strive to reveal visual evidence regarding past and present
cultural erasure using the latest technologies of earth
observation. Our purpose is to encourage accountability,
inform public policy, support truth and reconciliation, and
remove cultural heritage from the front lines of regional
conflicts.
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CAUCASUS HERITAGE WATCH

OUR
GOALS

•

Truth-telling: Investigating and monitoring past and future
damage to cultural heritage can contribute to the work of truth
and reconciliation. In contexts of war and genocide, cultural
aerospace can bear witness to the condition of cultural heritage
sites. These facts provide proof to counter state denialism,
falsification, and other abuses that place heritage sites at the
center of political conflict. Social repair can only happen when
societies come to terms with troubled pasts and difficult truths.

•

Deterrence: There are few instruments for deterring the
destruction of cultural heritage within a state’s sovereign
borders. Satellite-based monitoring has the potential
to discourage or restrain state actors from intentional
erasure both through the act of bearing witness, and by the
dissemination of authoritative research to relevant national and
international agencies and publics.

•

Accountability: In contexts of conflict and genocide, abuses
to cultural heritage are often clandestine, making it difficult to
hold actors accountable. Satellite-based monitoring that reveals
the destruction of cultural heritage can provide a forensic
resource so that the public can hold responsible parties
accountable for harms, including their own leaders.

•

Innovation: Caucasus Heritage Watch works to develop
new techniques in the use of geospatial technologies for
sustained, large-scale monitoring of cultural heritage at risk.
As researchers, we seek to innovate new and transferrable
methodologies that can amplify our practical impact and
disseminate workflows that can empower partners in the
region and assist researchers in other parts of the world.
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OVERVIEW

FROM
CAUCASUS HERITAGE WATCH

September 2021

This month marks one year since the start of the Second NagornoKarabakh War. As CHW keeps its gaze resolutely fixed on the
region’s irreplaceable cultural heritage, we are also mindful of
the wounds that have not yet healed. Families continue to grieve;
veterans cope with the physical and psychological injuries of war;
POWs wait to return home; and thousands suffer the ordeal of
displacement. Nagorno-Karabakh is a site of intense trauma, and
hence healing, if it is to come, will be slow. But healing cannot
begin, as N. K. Jemisin points out, while wounds are still being
inflicted. And while wounds from the past remain open sores. In
this report on our activities of Summer 2021, we continue to bear
witness and to monitor heritage destruction of all kinds in order
to collect evidence, raise awareness, and ensure accountability. As
always, our goal is to remove heritage from the front lines of this
conflict.
In the following report, we provide condition assessments on
new sites impacted during our Summer 2021 cycle, and provide
updates on impacted sites detailed in our Spring 2021 report
where further changes have occurred. Overall, the number of
newly impacted sites dropped from 13 to 6 since our spring
monitoring, which included reports on wartime damage (one
additional instance of wartime damage is reported here: a missle
strike on the Shushi Geological Museum which eluded our
detection previously). As many as 50% of the newly impacted sites
in this reporting period were totally destroyed, an unacceptably
Nagorno-Karabakh is a site of intense trauma, and hence healing, if it is to come, will be slow. But
healing cannot begin, as N. K. Jemison points out, while wounds are still being inflicted. And, we
would add, while wounds from the past remain open sores.

high figure. We expected the nature of threats to heritage sites
would shift with the transition from military operations to large
scale redevelopment works. And indeed, we have observed
destruction, damage, and heightened threats to irreplaceable
historic sites related to the breakneck pace of redevelopment
and road building. But the impacts on historic cemeteries,
churches, museums and centuries-old stone bridges has not
been a regrettable consequence of development but a gratuitous
infliction of harm on the region's cultural heritage.
The path to long-term peace in Nagorno-Karabakh remains
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unclear; however, one reason for optimism is the increased
awareness in the global community of regional heritage
under threat. News and opinion outlets spanning the political
spectrum (from the New York Times to the American Enterprise
Institute), agree on few things except the need to take cultural
heritage off the front lines of regional conflicts. Similarly, calls
to action by international heritage organizations such as the
European Association of Archaeologists, Europa Nostra, and the
United States Commission on International Religious Freedom,
underscore the elevated awareness that CHW, our partner
organizations, and 1000+ Twitter followers are generating.
In addition to our ongoing monitoring efforts, we continue to
advance the important work of assembling archival information
on the fate of cultural heritage properties in the aftermath of the
First Nagorno-Karabakh war. In our June report, we noted our
effort to help document the large-scale destruction of Armenian
churches in Agulis, Nakhchivan/Nakhichevan, using declassified
U.S. reconnaissance satellites. In this reporting period, we have
focused on Islamic heritage in and around Nagorno-Karabakh.
To aid in that important work, we welcome Dr. Husik Ghulyan to
our team. Dr. Ghulyan has built a database comprising well over
100 sites compiled from regional sources. This new database will
help us clearly assess the treatment of Islamic heritage from the
mid-1990s to the present, document its condition, and define the
dating of instances of damage or destruction. We look forward to
publishing the results of this important research in due course.
The path to long-term peace in Nagorno-Karabakh remains unclear; however, one reason for
optimism is increased awareness in the global community of regional heritage under threat.

As always, you can follow our activities on Twitter @CaucasusHW,
and for real-time updates see our monitoring dashboard at
https://caucasusheritage.cornell.edu. Finally, the high-resolution
satellite imagery required for our detailed site assessments is
expensive. In order to ensure that our work can continue in future
years, we need your help. Please go to our website and click on
the “Donate Now” button. You will be taken to a contribution
site for The Aragats Foundation, a US-based 501(c)3 non-profit
organization that is supporting our work. Every donation to CHW
will go directly toward project expenses to ensure that we can
continue this difficult work well into the future.
Sincerely,
Ian Lindsay, Adam T. Smith, and Lori Khatchadourian
CHW Co-Principal Investigators
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AT A GLANCE

CHW DASHBOARD

IMPACT STATUS BY SITE TYPE

SITE IMPACTS BY SEASON
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SITES MONITORED BY TYPE

IMPACTED SITES LIST

A NOTE ON TOPONYMY
At CHW, we are aware of the fierce interest in place names in the region. Battles over
naming have become extensions of battles over land. At CHW, we see the multiplicity of
place names in the region as a result of the region's cosmopolitan past. Hence we have
elected to use both Armenian and Azerbaijani place names for sites where toponyms
differ as a reminder of the region's multiculturalism. We regularly alter which name
comes first in order to avoid any sense that either name has priority for the work that
we do. Our goal is to keep the focus squarely on the heritage sites themselves--their
long term preservation and integrity--and allow for multiple ways of referring to them.
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WHO WE ARE

OUR
FUNDERS
We are deeply grateful to the organizations that have provided financial and logistical
support to help CHW get off the ground.
Funding and facilities for our current work has been generously provided by these
institutions:
The Armenian General Benevolent Union
The Aragats Foundation
Cornell University
Purdue University
We are also supported by public donations to our efforts. You can join the public network
supporting CHW by donating to us through The Aragats Foundation’s CHW funding
campaign. If you are interested in exploring how you can help support our work, get in
touch with us.

OUR
PARTNERS

MONUMENT
WATCH
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INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY
& ETHNOGRAPHY, RA

RESEARCH ON
ARMENIAN ARCHITECTURE

OUR
TEAM

LORI KHATCHADOURIAN

IAN LINDSAY

ADAM T. SMITH

Associate Professor, Near Eastern Studies
Cornell University

Associate Professor, Anthropology
Purdue University

Distinguished Professor of Arts and
Sciences, Anthropology, Cornell University

Prof. Khatchadourian has been working
in the South Caucasus since 1995, first
in political development and since 2003
in archaeology. Her work has been
supported by the NSF, NEH, and ACLS,
among other granting organizations. She is
the author of Imperial Matter.

Prof. Lindsay has been studying the history
and prehistory of the South Caucasus
since 2000, with support from the National
Science Foundation and other agencies.
His archaeological practice incorporates
the use of GIS and terrestrial and aerial
remotes sensing techniques.

Prof. Smith has been conducting
archaeological research in the Caucasus
since 1992. He is the co-founder of
Project ArAGATS, the oldest international
archaeological collaboration in the region.
He is a former Guggenheim fellow and
author of numerous works on the region.

HUSIK GHULYAN

SALPI BOCCHIERIYAN

Research Consultant, CHW

Monitoring Consultant, CHW

Dr. Ghulyan is an independent researcher
and PhD in Urban & Environmental
Studies. His dissertation examined the
production of urban space in Turkey.
His current research studies the political
geographies of modern & Soviet Armenia.

Ms. Bocchieriyan is an archaeologist at
Death Valley National Park and has an MA
in Archaeology from Cornell University
with a thesis on mortuary practice in
ancient Armenia. She has also worked in
Greece, Turkey, and Romania.
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METHODOLOGY

WHAT, WHY & HOW
Monitoring

Our inventory of cultural heritage sites in
Nagorno-Karabakh has grown to include
over 2000 entries spread across an area of
roughly 12,000 square kilometers.
At any particular moment, we have hundreds of
discrete locations under satellite surveillance,
including churches and mosques, cemeteries and
fields of carved stones, bridges, and other cultural
properties that tell the dynamic story of centuries of
life in the region. The locations that we monitor will
change as conditions on the ground change. Our site
inventory is the result of extensive consultations with
our partners, who share our concern for heritage
preservation in the South Caucasus. Our partners
are fundamental to what we do, providing expertise,
experience, and eyes on the ground.
Because the CHW team is composed of researchers
with a long history of working in Armenia, thus far
our partners are Yerevan-based. We welcome new
partnerships with specialists in Azerbaijan who
support our mission and wish to assist in this work.
The primary focus of our monitoring is the hundreds
of Armenian historical monuments that now
fall under Azerbaijan’s jurisdiction following the
November 2020 ceasefire. We have determined
through research and consultation that these
monuments are currently under the most severe
threat. This assessment is bolstered by both
historical research into Azerbaijan’s erasure of
Armenian monuments in the province of Nakhchivan/
Nakhichevan and by explicit threats of cultural
erasure issued by Azerbaijani officials, from the
President and Minister of Culture to the Chairman of
the Union of Architects.
CHW’s monitoring effort is specifically focused on
heritage monuments. It is not within our mission to
document the wider destruction of towns, villages
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and cities over the 30 years of conflict in the
Nagorno-Karabakh region. We focus on historic
sites that have been the subject of archaeological,
architectural, or art historical research and are
included on Soviet or post-Soviet state inventories
of cultural properties. But it is important to
note that we see the wider, heart-breaking
destruction that has impacted the lives of so many
Azerbaijani and Armenian families. We deplore
the combination of violence and poverty that has
created Nagorno-Karabakh’s ravaged landscape.
And we surveil these areas with a deep sense of
empathy for the lives lost and futures upended.
Nevertheless, we draw a distinction between
the destruction and abandonment of villages
over the course of this long-standing conflict and
the systematic attempts to eradicate heritage
properties as a means to erase communities from
the region’s past and thus rewrite the region’s
history. It is our hope that in the years we study this
region we will see it bloom with new hope and a
lasting peace.
There are some kinds of threats to cultural
heritage that CHW is not well-equipped to address.
Satellite imagery provides evidence of damage,
but it cannot detect acts of desecration or directly
combat heritage appropriation. Since the ceasefire, representatives of Azerbaijan’s government
have embarked on an extensive campaign to claim
Armenian heritage sites as either non-existent or
as “Caucasian Albanian”. Both represent fraudulent
historical claims unsupported by international
research. The vast majority of experts in the
region’s art, architecture, and archaeology have all
rejected Azerbaijan’s revisionist claims as patently
false. Nevertheless, the Caucasian Albanian
propaganda has sparked some iconoclastic efforts
to erase Armenian imagery and inscriptions from
buildings and monuments. We are aware of these
threats and track them via social media, but as
these subtle but significant forms of erasure are
not visible from our satellite imagery, we will have
to rely on partners to document these activities.

Archival Research

CHW recognizes that the cultural heritage of the South
Caucasus and neighboring Turkey have already been
targets of multiple waves of damage and destruction in
recent history. We are actively engaged in several forensic
research projects to document aspects of past episodes
of abuse to cultural heritage using a wide range of source
materials.
CHW's archival research seeks to harness the tools of earth
observation to document past abuses to cultural heritage where
accountability and reliable information remain elusive. At present,
there are two directions to this work.
The first is to document the treatment of cultural heritage in the
aftermath of the First Nagorno-Karabakh war using historic satellite
imagery and other archival source materials. Our archival research in
Nagorno-Karabakh concentrates on the condition of over 100 Islamic
heritage sites, including mosques, mausolea, and cemeteries. The
initial phase of this work is described in this report. Our research
in Nakhichevan/Nakhchivan focuses on the condition of Armenian
cultural sites, including churches, monasteries, and cemeteries, since
the mid-1990s. In June, we reported on CHW's analysis of declassified
U.S. satellite imagery from the 1970s proving the destruction of
Armenian churches in the village of Agulis. We plan to build on this
work.
The second focus of CHW's archival research is to harness declassified
satellite imagery to refine the chronology of attacks on Armenian
cultural heritage sites in eastern Turkey in the aftermath of the
Armenian Genocide. While these places are largely accessible, and
have been the subject of research, in many cases the timing of
damage or destruction remains unclear, as does the full architectural
plan of sites prior to such events. As a pilot study, we are working with
our partner, Research in Armenian Architecture (RAA), to assess the
extent to which declassified Hexagon and Gambit satellite imagery
can permit a better understanding of ten Armenian monasteries in
eastern Turkey that were damaged or destroyed after 1960. We will
share our findings in due course.
Archival research necessarily proceeds at a slower pace than our
more urgent monitoring of current threats. We invite stakeholders to
contact us for assistance with other projects in the South Caucasus
and neighboring regions where historic satellite imagery can help
document past abuses to cultural heritage.
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METHODOLOGY

HOW WE
WORK
Satellite Tasking
CHW documents changes in the built environment of cultural landscapes using high resolution satellite imagery. In order
to monitor the condition of currently endangered sites, we task satellites to capture images throughout the year, providing
a regularly updated stream of information on the physical integrity of cultural heritage sites in the region. We request
imagery based on known or reported threats as well as our analysis of potential risks. Each site is examined by comparing
recent captures to prior imagery in the CHW database.
Evidence for damage or destruction is passed from individual monitors to the team for group evaluation. If full agreement
is reached, the site is flagged as either destroyed, damaged, or threatened. Consultations are held with our partners as
the team works toward a strategic response. When CHW and its partners conclude that public scrutiny might blunt further
intentional or accidental damage to a site or other sites in the vicinity, we use social media to broadcast the threat and to
help focus the attention of relevant organizations, analysts, journalists and authorities. A GIS-powered dashboard on our
website provides a summary of our current understanding of damaged and destroyed sites, as well as those that may be
at elevated risk due to changes on the landscape. And at regular intervals during the year, we produce summary reports
that document in greater detail evidence for impacts on cultural heritage, including findings of damage beyond those
reported on social media.

Archival Analysis
Methodologically, our archival work entails in-depth reseach using a
wide range of sources, including Soviet maps, scholarly publications
in all of the regional languages, state lists, repositories of declassified
Cold War-era satellite imagery (e.g. CORONA, Gambit, and Hexagon),
more recent satellite platforms like GoogleEarth, as well as archival and
current photography. These sources make it possible to create a more
complete documentary record of the condition of sites in the region
than is currently available.

Making Our Findings Public
Our goal is not to simply document heritage destruction but to deter it; it is therefore important for our observations to
be broadly disseminated. We have chosen Twitter (@CaucasusHW) and Facebook as platforms for broadcasting impact
notices and threat alerts. These are meant to complement our regular reports by providing more timely assessments.
Before we tweet, our threat alerts and damage assessments go through a series of protocols that require careful
thought, consultation and evaluation. If a CHW monitor detects damage or an immediate potential threat, the full CHW
team is notified. If the other team members verify the situation of concern, our next step is to consider what steps to
take. A decision to push the issue to social media is taken only when CHW believes public scrutiny might ameliorate the
situation and/or spur public bodies to action, including journalists, multinational organizations, and civil society activists.
If concerns emerge that publicity might make a situation worse, we reserve the observation for the next report. If we
determine that public attention is merited, we then consult with our partner stakeholders, experts in the archaeology
and architecture of the region, to seek their input on both our monitoring observation and publication plan. We then
prepare the impact imagery from our archive and compose the written assessment for our report and/or social media.
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WHY WE
DO THIS

There are a number of reasons why we founded CHW. None of them are about partisanship in the
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. We value the heritage of all communities. But we deplore and condemn
heritage erasure and other deliberate abuses of tangible heritage. We seek to not only prevent
destruction where we can but also clearly and soberly place responsibility where it belongs. That
said, we recognize that the public deployment of satellite surveillance is a unique strategy and hence
need to clearly justify both the time and expense of the effort.
CHW assesses the current threat to Armenian heritage monuments to be both present and longterm, necessitating a sustained program of surveillance. Archaeology has only rarely had the capacity
to document an episode of heritage erasure in real time. By joining new technologies with the
expertise of descendant communities, CHW is attempting to intervene in the kinds of silent erasure
that took place first in Turkey, in the aftermath of the Armenian Genocide, and more recently in
Nakhichevan/Nakhchivan. The destruction of the khachkars at the cemetery of Djulfa is already
well-documented, including by advanced satellite image analysis, and historical research has also
established the destruction of numerous Armenian churches, including at least seven just in the
village of Agulis alone. Azerbaijan’s leaders have gone on record with hostile remarks that clearly
endorse attacks on Armenian heritage sites, including explicit calls for the erasure or falsification of
cultural monuments. Delays in providing UNESCO inspectors access to the region suggest an effort
to control the scope of such a mission. Given the bellicose rhetoric from Baku and the unwillingness
to allow unfettered expert oversight, it can be no surprise that CHW has concluded that statesponsored heritage destruction, combined with vandalism inspired by a governmental failure to
protect heritage sites, represents a clear and immediate threat to the region’s Armenian heritage.
It might be naive to suggest that we can forestall heritage erasure once initiated; but by documenting
events in something close to real time, we change the traditional form of narrating cultural genocide.
Forensic accounts of cultural genocide are typically elegies of loss, where accountability is clouded
by distortions of the historical record by those in power. By doing the forensic work in real time, we
are sounding an alarm rather than writing an elegy. And where possible, we are assigning culpability
directly rather than diffusely.
To acknowledge cultural erasure in both Turkey and Nakhchivan/Nakhichevan is not to be partisan. It
is to state historical facts corroborated by the preponderance of evidence. Where we are unsure, we
will say so. Where the images clearly demonstrate, we will say so. Where we simply don’t know, we
will say so.
Past damage to cultural heritage does not justify or excuse current or future attacks. CHW does not
condone assaults on cultural heritage past or present by either party in the Nagorno-Karabakh. And
we strongly reject the moral logic of “what about-ism” that seeks to justify damage today by pointing
to destruction in the past. Our goal is to break that cycle of endless recrimination by recognizing past
destruction but also keeping a watchful eye on the present. Only through regular, publicly visible
surveillance can we hope to clearly establish accountability and ultimately take the region’s heritage
off of the front lines of the conflict.
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OUR PROJECTS

HISTORICAL
RESEARCH
Islamic Heritage Sites of Nagorno-Karabakh

From June to September 2021, CHW compiled a comprehensive geodatabase of the Islamic heritage of
Nagorno-Karabakh and surrounding regions. This work represents the first phase toward a systematic
assessment of the condition of all Islamic cultural heritage sites—both those that are located in territories that
have been transferred to Azerbaijani jurisdiction under the terms of the 2020 ceasefire as well as those sites
(relatively few) that remain in the unrecognized Republic of Artsakh. Using high resolution satellite imagery and
other documentary sources, we aim to identify which mosques, mausolea/burials, and historic cemeteries have
remained intact and which have sustained damage or been destroyed. Where we observe instances of damage
or destruction, we will work to define the time period when such changes occurred. Reckoning with past abuses
to cultural heritage, and recognizing instances of cultural preservation, are indispensable steps toward truth
and reconciliation between adversaries.
As of this writing, we have identified 144 Islamic cultural heritage sites, and have secured precise geolocational
information for 105 of those entities. The primary sources for the geodatabase are the official listings of cultural
monuments provided by both the Republic of Azerbaijan and the unrecognized Republic of Artsakh as well
as scholarly publications. These sources have been cross-checked in order to accurately ascertain the precise
location, dating, and other attributes of the sites. In particular, we have used Soviet topographic maps of
1:25,000 and 1:50,000 scale published between 1930 and 1980 to obtain the location of relevant monuments.
Another major source has been social media posts postdating the 2020 war. These include photographs and
videos of relevant sites that have been posted to YouTube, Facebook and Twitter. This content, combined with
recent and historical satellite imagery, is being used to geolocate sites as well as assess their current condition.
In addition to these methods of open-source intelligence, CHW surveys relevant academic publications (in
Azerbaijani and Russian) to cross-check details on the official state lists with credible scholarship. Scholarly
publications are also critical sources for archival images, plans, and sketches, as well as evaluations of site
conditions before the outbreak of the First Nagorno-Karabakh war.

Of the 105 sites that have been precisely documented and geolocated, 60 are mosques, 37 are mausolea/
burials, and 8 are historical cemeteries (See Fig. 1). CHW will continue to refine its database as we document,
disambiguate and precisely geolocate the sites that, for reasons explicated below, have been difficult to
document and geolocate to date.
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In the course of compiling our geodatabase, CHW encountered several challenges in connection with
the official lists of Azerbaijani and Artsakh authorities – the baseline sources for the geodatabase. The
official monument lists of the unrecognized Republic of Artsakh omit the majority of Islamic heritage
sites known from Azerbaijani sources. In addition, some monuments are listed with imprecise locational
information making it difficult to identify the relevant site. As for the official Azerbaijani heritage list, this
source does not provide any geolocational information, beyond the level of the village. And in many cases,
Azerbaijani village names are incorrect. There are also errors in the dating of sites. It is worth noting that,
for nearly three decades, Azerbaijani authorities have been unable to access these territories, requiring
them to compile inventories from afar, with old sources of information. Moreover, dozens of sites on
the Azerbaijani lists are given the generic names, “mosque”, “mausoleum” or “cemetery”, without a more
specific designation, making it difficult to distinguish such entities when they are in close proximity.
As a result, most of the Islamic heritage sites in the CHW database have required extensive additional
research to accurately document. During the second phase of our work, we will assess the condition of
the sites we have been able to geolocate. Our concern is to bear witness to all damage to, and attacks on,
cultural heritage over time, and take what remains of this fragile historic landscape off of the front lines of
conflict.
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CURRENT
OBSERVATIONS

Summary Assessment
Many of the trends identified in our June 2021 report
with respect to abuses to cultural heriage in NagornoKarabakh continued over the summer. Instances of
damage and destruction map closely on areas of
intensive construction, including along new roads, and
in Shushi/Shusha, a place of significant development
activity.
We continue to see Armenian cemeteries as most at
risk of complete destruction. Indeed, the destoyed
cemetery at Sghnakh does not appear to be adjacent to
the road path and yet bulldozers went out of their way
to eradicate the site.
In Shusha/Shushi, we have evidence of continued
damage to important cultural sites. The dismantling of
the sculpture garden at the Shushi/Shusha Museum
of Fine Art is a matter of grave concern. The condition
and disposition of works by both Armenian and
international artists is in question. We also note an
additional instance of wartime damage, to the Shushi
Geological Museum, which was not included in our
previous report.
Newly threatened sites in this monitoring period
outpaced new damage and destruction, a potentially
ominous sign for the future. In those threats, we see
construction activity at several sites coming up to
the very edges of historic monuments. Whether this
reflects care, cautious restraint, or a brief reprieve
will be evident only in the long run of our monitoring
process. It should nevertheless be noted that extensive
earthmoving at such proximity to old and often fragile
structures does not adhere to best practices in heritage
conservation.
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IMPACTED SITES
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CURRENT
OBSERVATIONS

Heritage Destruction
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AN.342-0

Sghnakh / Sığnaq Cemetery

Dates

approx. 1750-2020

Baseline Image

2020-06-14 / GeoEye1

Monitoring Images

2021-04-12, 2021-06-18, and 2021-07-07 / SkySat

Current Status

Destroyed

Notes

The entire area of this cemetery has been deeply graded, with bulldozer scarring clearly visible. The initial attack on the site is visible in the
April image in the form of bulldozer cuts flnaking the cemetery to the
north and southwest. By the June image, the entirety of the cemetery
has been scraped away and the adjacent forest damaged. The July
image shows an area of rough stone blocks northeast of the cemetery
that is likely the remains of the destroyed grave markers.

Alerts

The destruction of this cemetery was first reported by Monument
Watch on June 9. It was later the focus of a social media alert that CHW
issued on July 2, 2021
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CURRENT
OBSERVATIONS

Heritage Destruction
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SH.241-1

Museum of Fine Art Sculpture Garden, Shushi/Shusha

Dates

approx. 2010-2020

Baseline Image

2020-04-10 / SkySat

Monitoring Image

2021-06-05 / SkySat

Current Status

Destroyed

Notes

The sculture garden at the Museum of Fine Art in Shushi/Shusha was
developed after 2010 in a landscaped area outside the building's west
entrance. The works exhibited in the park include pieces by an international collection of artists from Armenia and elsewhere. Artists whose
work is now missing include: Isahak Apreyan, Robert Askaryan, Vighen
Avetis, Maya Avagyan, Ara Badalyan, Bagrat Balabekyan, Luca Calo,
Valter Černeka, Milija Čpajak, Giuseppe Giovanni Del Debbio, Antonio
Di Tommaso, Manjun Gao, Hayk Hakobyan, Mihran Hakobyan, Spartak
Harutyunyan, Kurkik Jalali, Anania Kocharyan, Agostino & Massimo
Lippi, Arnold Meliksetyan, Kanta Kishore Moharana, Gor Nadoyan,
Stefania Palumbo, Chander Parkash, Luciano Preti, Francesco Roviello,
Koryun Sahnahetsi, Davit Sargsyan, Kumiko Suzuki, Nikola Tesla, Manuela Traini, Craig Usher, Ashot Yeritsyan.

Alerts

The destruction of this sculpture park was the focus of a social media
alert that CHW issued on August 13, 2021.

Image Credit

Emmanuel Grynszpan
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HT.070-0

Makun Bridge, Mets T'agher/Böyük Tağlar

Dates

Construction inscription 1890

Baseline Image

2020-06-14 / GeoEye1

Monitoring Images

2021-04-12, 2021-06-18, and 2021-07-07 / SkySat

Current Status

Destroyed

Notes

The Makun bridge in Mets T'agher/Böyük Tağlar, which spanned a small
tributary of the Guruchay/Ishkhanagat River, appears to have been destroyed by road construction. A series of images from April through July
2021 show extensive earthmoving in the area of the bridge attendant
to an effort to canalize the stream prior to paving the newly expanded
road. Indeed, the large conduit pipe appears to be visible in the June 14
image lying just east of a trench that was carved to carry the stream bed
under the road surface. Although the bridge is too small to be directly
visible in the baseline imagery, and is shrouded under trees, CHW has
high confidence in the location having worked with local partners to
confirm its location. The flattening of the entire area between the road
and the trees just north of the bridge's former location suggest nothing
remains of this late 19th century structure. Not only was the bridge itself
an imprtant example of traditional stone bridge building, it also bore
an inscription in Armenian that read "In memory of Ghazar Harutyun
Bejanyants, 1890". The inscription fell prior to 2009 (when it was first
published) and was moved to the village museum before the 2020 war.
Its current location and condition are unknown.

Citations

Karapetyan, Samvel. 2009. Artsakhi Kamurjnere (The Bridges of Artsakh). Yerevan, p. 123. Monument Watch has a page dedicated to the Makun Bridge.

Image Credit

Photo of Makun Bridge below courtesy of Monument Watch.
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SH.063-0

Shusha/Shushi Geological Museum

Dates

19th century construction

Baseline Image

2020-10-25 / GeoEye1

Monitoring Images

2021-04-10 / SkySat

Current Status

Damaged

Notes

The Geological Museum of Shushi/Shusha has sustained significant damage that appears to date to the Fall 2020 conflict. The roof of the building
appears to have been impacted during the shelling of Shusha/Shushi. Social media posts also suggest considerable damage to the interior of the
museum. This damage has been noted as present last spring, although
CHW's monitoring only picked it up during the summer of 2021.
The building was constructed in the 19th century as the "Taza Mahalla”
or “New Neighborhood” mosque. During the Soviet era, the structure
was converted into a pharmacy. In 2014, it was renovated and reopened
as the Museum of Geology.
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Citations

CHW was alerted to the damage to the museum by @ChrisKhach on Twitter.

Image Credit

WikiMapia
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HT.071-0

Tahis Bridge, Mets T'agher/Böyük Tağlar

Dates

15th-16th centuries

Baseline Image

2021-04-08 / Skysat

Monitoring Image

2021-07-07 / SkySat

Current Status

Threatened

Notes

This late Medieval bridge located between the villages of Mets T'agher/ Böyük Tağlar and Togh is threatened by road construction. The
bridge sits in a stream bed well below the grade of the road. However, July CHW imagery indicates that significant amount of spoil from
extensive earthmoving along the road is cascading into the streambed, presenting a significant threat to the integrity of the bridge.

Citations

Karapetyan, Samvel 2009 Artsakhi Kamurjnere (The Bridges of Artsakh). Yerevan, p. 56-57. Monument Watch also has an entry detailing
the history of Tahis Bridge.

Image credit:

Image below courtesy of Monument Watch, photo by G. Budaghyan
2019.
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AN.225-0

T'ukhnakal Mansion

Dates

18th century

Baseline Image

2021-06-18 / Skysat

Monitoring Image

2021-07-20 / SkySat

Current Status

Threatened
This 18th century mansion had been set back from the roadway by
approximately 60m. Large-scale earth moving and bulldozer scars are
visible directly adjacent to the eastern facade of the complex.

Notes

33

According to Monument Watch, oral histories attribute the mansion to
the Dolukhanyans, a noble family known from 19th century sources.
Visible in satellite imagery is a central domed room and a building to
the north.

Citations

Ghulyan, Artak 2001 Artsakhi ev Syunik'i Melik'akan Aparank'nere (Castles of Meliks of Artsakh and Suinik). Yerevan: "Gitutyun", 106-108.
Monument Watch also has an entry about the T'ukhnakal Mansion.

Alerts

CHW issued a threat alert for T'ukhnakal Mansion on August 2, 2021.

Image credits

Monument Watch
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KR.022-0

School, Tsar/Zar

Dates

Constructed during the 1950s using building stones and khachkars
from the ruined historic churches and cemeteries of Tsar

Baseline Image

2021-06-15 / Skysat

Monitoring Image

2021-07-05 / SkySat

Current Status

Threatened

Notes

The Tsar school is a truly unique heritage site. It was built in the
1950s using building stones and khachkars from the ruined historic
churches and cemeteries of the village. The school is itself now in
ruins. But it is also a unique testament to an earlier phase of cultural
erasure by the authorities of Soviet Azerbaijan. A newly widened
road now passes immediately adjacent to the north wall of the
school. The threat to the site is posed not only by the proximity
of the earthmoving activities but also by the equipment itself.

Citation and image credit

Karapetyan, Samvel 2001. Armenian Cultural Monuments in the Region
of Karabakh. Yerevan: "Gitutiun" Publishing House of NAS RAA, pp. 5359.
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MI.023-0

Surb Astvatsatsin, T'aghavard/Tağaverd

Dates

Built 1840

Baseline Image

2021-06-10 / Skysat

Monitoring Image

2021-06-12 / SkySat

Current Status

threatened

Notes

This 19th century church is assessed to be at high risk due to road
construction in the area. A wide swath has been bulldozed through the
village of MI.023-0 T'aghavard/Tağaverd with earth moving resutling in
the destruction of numerous structures. The destruction of standing
architecture extends right up to Surb Astvatsatsin.

Citations

Monument Watch has an entry about Surb Astvatsatsin.

Alerts

CHW issued a threat alert for Surb Astvatsatsin in T'aghavard/Tağaverd
on July 16, 2021.
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SH.052-0

Ghazanchets'ots' Cathedral (Shusha/Shushi)

Dates

Constructed 1868

Baseline Image

2020-10-25 / GeoEye1

Monitoring Images

2021-04-10, 2021-06-05, 2021-07-10 / SkySat

Current Status

Damaged

Notes

Since CHW's last image of Ghazanchets'ots', the building has been
wraped in scaffolding (most clearly visible as the mustard brown
clading in the June 5 image) and the spire that surmounted the dome
has been removed. There has been considerable controversy over
the removal of the spire. Azerbaijan's Ministry of Foreign Affairs has
been quoted in EurasiaNet as saying that they are undertaking a restoration of the building "in accordance with the original architectural
style in order to restore the historical image of Shusha". The spire was
previously removed following the pogrom against Shushi/Shusha's
Armenian population in 1920. Prior to that, archival sources clearly
depict the Cathedral with its original spire, including the photo below.
It is also important to note the growth in the pile of what appear to be
displaced building stones just east of the structure.

Image Credit

Photo below Ghazanchets'ots' Cathedral 1904 from Mkrtchyan, S. 1990
Shushi : Starinnye Otkrytki. Yerevan. Plate 55.
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SH.053-0

Kanach Zham (Surb Hovhannes Mkrtich)

Dates

Constructed 1847

Baseline Image

2020-10-25 / GeoEye1

Monitoring Image

2021-04-10, 2021-06-05, 2021-07-18 / SkySat

Current Status

Damaged

Notes

As noted in our last report, the church formerly possessed two cupolas, both clearly visible, casting tall peaked shadows in the baseline imagery from October 25, 2020. A February 2014 image available on Google Earth shows that a portion of the eastern cupola was still standing
at that time. But by April 10, both towers had been destroyed. Since
then, subsequent imagery indicates the removal of some debris from
the roof.

Image Credit

Photo below Kanach Zham church in 1979 from Mkrtchyan, S. 1990
Shushi: Starinnye Otkrytki. Yerevan. Plate 60.
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SH.093-0

Shushi/Shusha Eastern Rampart

Dates

Constructed 1848

Baseline Image

2020-09-14 / GeoEye1

Monitoring Image

2021-04-10 / SkySat

Current Status

Damaged

Notes

This portion of the historic city rampart appears to have been damaged during the Fall 2020 conflict based on the ejecta pattern of some
of the debris in the April 10, 2021 image. Between April 10 and June
5, 2021, the site appears to have been cleared of displaced rubble,
although it is unclear whether clearing debris also included any effort
at reconstruction or conservation of the damaged portions. In July, the
appearance of new equipment on the open area above the ramparts
raises additional concerns about the conservation of the town's historic walls.

Image Credit

Photo below 20 October 2012 by Areg Balayan. Licensed under the
Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International license
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SH.101-2

Shushi/Shusha Northern Cemetery

Dates

1834-1920

Baseline Images

2020-09-14 / GeoEye1; 2021-02-14 Maxar; Google Earth

Monitoring Image

2021-04-10 / SkySat

Current Status

Damaged

Notes

As noted in our previous report, a portion of this centuries-old cemetery north of Shusha/Shushi has been partially destroyed. A portion of
the grounds on the west side of a road leading into the city was leveled
during the spring and a new building constructed in the area. The
expansive cemetery, which spands both side of the road, contained 96
tombstones dating 1832-1920 and two 12-13th century cross stones
(khachkars), including the tombs of noble Armenian families (meliks).
Imagery from June and July indicate what appears to be the completion of the new structure.

Alerts

Damage to Shusha/Shushi's Northern Cemetery was reported in a
social media alert issued on May 17, 2021.

Citations

Cultural Heritage Monitoring Lab: Rapid Report (13 May 2021), Virginia
Museum of Natural History/Smithsonian Cultural Rescue Initiative.

Photo Credit

Photo below from Harutyunyan 2008. Շուշի XVIII-XIX դդ.
տապանագրեր: Եր. ԵՊՀ հրատ.
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AN.226-0

Madadkend/Madat'ashen Surb Astvatsatsin

Dates

Constructed 19th century

Baseline Image

2020-09-14 / GeoEye1

Monitoring Image

2021-05-13, 2021-0 / SkySat

Current Status

Threatened

Notes

As previously reported, this already fragile 19th century church sits
adjacent to an extensive earth moving operation being conducted
along a new road project. Satellite imagery shows an extensive area of
bulldozing just south of the old road in what formerly was agricultural
territory. Since April, this work has moved much closer to the church,
destroying a set of buildings highlighted intact in the June image
shown here and then destroyed in the July image. CHW is concerned
that further expansion of the construction work will undermine the
stability of the structure or impact this historic location more directly.
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AN.344-6

Vank'asar Church

Dates

Constructed 7th century

Baseline Image

2020-10-13 / WorldView2

Monitoring Image

2021-04-16 / SkySat

Current Status

Threatened

Notes

CHW's April 19, 2021 threat alert for Vank'asar focused on two key
changes in the satellite imagery for the site. First, we noted the presence of heavy equipment in the parking area right in front of the
church including what appears to be 1-2 trucks. Second, we noted a 20
x 10m temporary structure just northeast of the parking area. Since
our alert, satellite images indicate that some of the troubling heavy
equipment and the temporary structure have been removed from the
site. But what appears to be a single large truck does remain parked at
the site, raising concern.

Alerts

CHW released a social media alert on April 19, 2021.

Media

Image Credit
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Activity at Recaptured Armeinan Church in Azerbaijan Raises Concern
(RFE/RL April 20, 2021).
Церковь на землях, перешедших под контроль Баку: опасения
утратить древний памятник (Радио Азаттык April 22, 2021)
Photo below by Vahag851 licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license.
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HT.074-0

Mets T'agher/ Böyük Tağlar Amenap'rkich Church

Dates

Built 1846

Baseline Image

2020-06-21 / GeoEye1

Monitoring Image

2021-05-16 / SkySat

Current Status

Threatened

Notes

As reported previously, this historic church is threatened by extensive
adjacent earthmoving activities associated with road construction. In
April, the staging area for road construction was just 35m from the
church. That has not changed in our more recent imagery but extensive earthmoving continues in close proximity to the church. Aside
from the direct threat poised by bulldozing in an area that has already
seen the destruction of a cemetery (HT.069-0 see report #1) and an
historic bridge (HT.070-0 this report), the constant movement of equipment poses significant long term risks for fragile historic buildings.

Alerts

The threat to this church was highlighted in a social media alert that
CHW issued on May 4, 2021
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MEDIA MATTERS
The work of CHW has received attention
in recent months from both media and
watchdog groups.
Our alert on the damage to Shushi's
Northern Cemetery was cited in a report
by the US Commission on International
Religious Freedom on the destruction of
cemeteries.
An article in Hyperallergic profiled CHW's
work, highlighting our approach to
monitoring and recent threat alerts.

The Cornell Chronicle also published a
story on our work.

preservation sponsored by the Armenian
News Network Groong.

An interview with co-director Adam T.
Smith appeared in the Armenian MirrorSpectator in September.

Our work was also referenced in coverage
in Newsweek, Mirage News, Aravot, News.
am, 1News, Horizon, and panorama.am.

CHW's work was also the subject of an
interview with Raffi Kortoshyan (RAA) on
the Armenian H1 TV channel.

As a public facing monitoring organization,
we welcome media inquiries. Please
contact us at chw@cornell.edu.

CHW co-director Lori Khatchadourian was
a panelist on a discussion about heritage

IMAGE CREDITS
Except where noted at right and in the
text, images are from SkySat captures of
the Nagorno-Karabakh region.
The CHW logo and website were designed
by Garen Harboyan & CodOptix.
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Credit: Julian Nyča, licensed under the
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported license.
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Credit: Adam Jones, licensed under the
Creative Commons Attribution-Share
Alike 2.0 Generic license.
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Skysat Mosaic July 2021
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Kiyasly Mosque

SkySat, July 7, 2021.
Credit: Aram-90 licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
4.0 International license.
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